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Drill driver kit  

18 volts  

4-Pole frameless motor features a robust design combined with rare-earth magnets for longer life  

Compact design allows greater accessibility in tight work spaces  

All-metal gear case and chuck provide maximum impact and shock durability  

REDLINK™ intelligence protects the tool against abusive situations and provides maximum life  

Charges in 30 minutes  

Kit contains: one M18™ Compact 1/2" Drill Driver, one M18™ Compact REDLITHIUM™ Battery, one M18™ & 

M12™ Multi-Voltage Charger and one carrying case  

7-1/4" 

Sku: 2606-22ct 

$ 199.99 
 

 

 

 

Limited to stock on hand 
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6 gallon 

Wet and dry vac  

Super quiet operation sound level  

6' power cord with on-board cord wrap storage  

Easy reach on off switch  

Rear blower port easily converts vacuum to powerful blower  

Low profile, stable design with easy glide casters and convenient top and side handles for greater mobility  

Dent and rust resistant plastic tank  

Extra large lid latches for easy emptying  

On board tool storage 

 

Includes 8' X 1-1/4" lock-on hose , three 1-1/4" extension wands , 10" combination nozzle, gulper nozzle , crevice 

tool, disposable filter bag and cartridge filter  

Powerful 3.0 peak HP bypass motor with quieter operation 

Sku: 2911-6845 

 

$ 56.99 
Limited to stock on hand 
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What's In The Box: 

 Stabila 80A-2M 48-Inch Magnetic Level 

 Stabila 80A-2M 24-Inch Magnetic Level 

 Stabila Torpedo Level 

$ 129.99    
 sku: 29924 

 

 

Limited to stock on hand 
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Steel Stakes 

 

 

 

12”     Bundle of 10   $ 12.50 

18”     Bundle  of 10  $ 18.80 

24”     Bundle  of 10  $24.80 

36”     Bundle  of  10  $37.20 

48”     Bundle of   10  $48.70 

 

Limited to stock on hand 
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 Compact and Lightweight - Only 3.8 lbs and 8.75" long 

 Maximum Control - Innovative Hybrid Grip™ design delivers greater control by 

bringing the grip closer to the material with a variable speed trigger 

 Powerful Cutting - 3/4" Stroke length & 0-2,800 SPM for fast and controlled cutting 

through various materials 

 Quick Changes - Quik-Lok™ T-Shank blade clamp and tool-free 450 bevel capability 

with positive lock at 900 

 Smooth Cutting - Designed to minimize vibration by keeping the weight over the cutting 

area 

 LED Light and Fuel Gauge - Illuminates the cut line and displays remaining run-time 

 

$ 99.99 
Limited to stock on hand 
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General purpose gloves designed for uses like carpentry, automotive, basic utility, plumbing, assembly use, ranching, 

framing, etc  

Padded, Syntrex™ microfiber palm has extra padding and more durable microfiber  

Reinforced finger tips, palm side, thumb, index and middle fingers  

Reinforced index and thumb crotch  

Spandex back with padded knuckles and added padded thumb  

1-1/2" woven elastic cuff with hook and loop close  

Texture Tab™ for easier donning  

Lycra fourchettes  

Stretch Fit™ panel at thumb  

$ 12.99 
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 18-gauge brad nailer and 1-gallon compressor combo kit 

 Nailer: adjustable depth of drive, rear exhaust, easy-open latch, no-mar pad, low-load-indicator 

 Compressor: 1 gallon; aluminum cylinder with steel sleeve; 20-pounds 

 Includes nailer, 1/4-inch -by-25-foot hose, safety glasses, fittings, oil, 1,200 brad nails, wrenches, and 

manuals 

 1-year warranty on nailer; 90-day warranty on compressor 

$ 189.99 
 

Limited to stock on hand 
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The MAG77LT magnesium worm drive SKILSAW® continues the long tradition of quality, rugged durability and 

consistently exceptional cutting performance. The MAG77LT weighs in at 11.5 lbs., 4 lbs. less than the original 

SHD77, making it the lightest worm drive saw on the market. New features have also been added to make this 

the world's best cutting tool.  

 Lighter magnesium construction (4 lbs. lighter than SKIL® SHD77), reduces user fatigue for less down time 

 Cut-Ready™ depth of cut system helps with quick, accurate depth measurements 

 53° bevel allows users to complete a wider variety of cuts 

 A multi-function wrench has a variety of uses for convenience on the jobsite 

 

$189.99 
Limited to stock on hand 
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 Variable two-speed 1/2-inch driver-drill (0-400/0-1,500 RPM) with four-pole motor delivers 480 inch-

pounds of max torque 

 Variable-speed impact driver (0-2,300 RPM; 0-3,200 IPM) provides 1,420 inch-pounds of max torque 

 Four-position flashlight with Xenon bulb runs up to two hours per charge 

 Makita compact lithium-ion battery and Energy Star-rated rapid optimum charger produces 430 

percent total lifetime work 

 Three-year warranty on tools. One-year warranty on flashlight, batteries, and charger 

 

$199.99 
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Staple gun  

Powerful, can be driven into the hardest wood, plywood, composition board, plastic, and even light metals  

Used by professional contractors  

Easy squeeze double-leverage operation  

Durable Chrome finish  

All steel construction  

Visual refill window  

Jam-proof mechanism  

Long lasting hardened steel working parts  

Uses 6 sizes of T50 staples 1/4" - 9/16"  

2 lbs 

 

$ 19.99 
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100% silicone rubber sealant provides excellent durability, flexibility and adhesion for a long-lasting, waterproof seal. Resists 

cracking, crumbling and chalking. Cured sealant is mildew resistant. Indoor/outdoor use. Meets ASTM C920, Specification 

C719, Class 25. 

   
$ 3.99 


